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From the Dance Notation Bureau

Hooked on Labanotation (Part Two)
by Billie Mahoney
Section 1 – The Notating of Agon
The late 1950s through the 60s were exciting times at the Bureau. Laban's system
of dance notation had been designated "Labanotation" and was strongly supported
by George Balanchine, Hanya Holm, Doris Humphrey, John Martin of The New
York Times, and other notables in the dance field. Ann Hutchinson taught
notation at The School of American Ballet and was commissioned to notate
Balanchine's new ballet, Agon. However, Ann was not called in until it was
already set and in brush-up rehearsals. Under these circumstances she brought in a
team of aspiring young notators to assist, which included Allan Miles, Muriel
(Mickey) Topaz and myself. We were each given responsibility for a section.
Mine was the Second Pas de Trois, with Todd Bolender. For the sections with
twelve dancers, we were each assigned four dancers to follow.
The style was new for ballet with inward rotations and many steps in low plié. It
was exciting to watch Balanchine demonstrating these moves so foreign to the
dancers at that time, and who couldn't quite capture the power and strength he
was showing. And I was privileged to be present at sessions with only
Balanchine and Todd, who danced the Saraband solo in the Second Pas de Trois.
It was heard that the name Agon meant "contest,” which it certainly was for the
dancers to count the Stravinsky music. There were bars of 5/4, 7/4, 9/4, 3/8, 4/4 in
no particular order. Even on opening night Melissa Hayden was still counting out
loud in her solo. After one rehearsal I was given a piano score to take home to try
to coordinate the music measures with the dancers’ counts. It happened that I was
having dinner with one of the musicians who played in the pit band at the Palace
Theater1. Coming directly from rehearsal, I had the music score with me, and
being excited about what I was working on showed my musician friend the handwritten piano score. Not knowing classical music, nor of Igor Stravinsky, he
declared, "This isn't music; this guy must be crazy!"
One Sunday there was an early morning phone call that we were being
summoned to the ballet studio for a special rehearsal of Agon. Once there, we
found Stravinsky himself was present. That morning has been documented in
many publications with photos by Martha Swope (Picture 1).
After the opening, which was an all Stravinsky program, the company toured for
over a year and as our time in those early rehearsals had been limited, our work
was continued on their return. It's curious what can happen to choreography after
being in performance over time. In a session again with Todd and Mr. B, I
questioned Todd that in the original rehearsals a lower arm had been written
following passively. He called out, "Mr. B. she has it written this way," and the
response was, "Oh yes, but it is this way now," which was with the bent arm
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response was, "Oh yes, but it is this way now," which was with the bent arm moving in one piece. Also the dancers never
did achieve the low level movements Balanchine had originally wanted, which I had written. So the question arises, when
is a score complete?
When Todd left the NYC Ballet to pursue a career on his own, he was replaced by eighteen year old Edward Villella. I was
again called in, this time for Eddie’s rehearsals. How the style had changed, from Todd's stately Saraband with strong
middle level leg gestures to Eddie's flamboyant high kicks. In 2014, more than fifty years later, Eddie was a guest on my
“Dance On” TV show and we discussed his early days when he was a self-described "rambunctious" young dancer. He
said Balanchine had encouraged him not to be influenced by Todd, but to do the solo in his own way. So, again, what
should the notation represent? a particular dancer’s interpretation? or the choreographer’s original concept, which can
change over time in working with different dancers? It reasons that the score should always state under what conditions
the dance was notated, and from what dancers.

Picture 1. Photograph
by
Martha
Swope,
printed with permission
from The New York
Public
Library.
Standing, composer Igor
Stravinsky (2L) talking
to
dancer
Todd
Bolender
(L)
at
rehearsal of New York
City Ballet production
of Agon, choreography
by George Balanchine
(3R). Billie Mahoney is
seen seated
between
Bolender
and
Stravinsky with Allan
Miles
reflected
in
mirror.

Addendum: It is fortuitous that through my work with Labanotation in the 1950s an association developed with Todd
Bolender2 that continued when I would return to Kansas City where he had become Artistic Director of the Kansas City
Ballet (1981—1996). He was an enthusiastic guest on “Dance On” in 1983 and 1988. In 1993, when I came home to live
in KC, uncertain of what I would be doing, he encouraged me and made me welcome to all events for the KC Ballet. I feel
this may have indirectly influenced my being invited to be a member of the dance faculty at the Todd Bolender Center for
Dance and Creativity, the home of the KC Ballet School, when it opened in 2011, and where I still teach Tap Dance.
2

Todd Bolender died in Kansas City in October, 2006, at the age of 92.
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Section 2 – The Notation of The Twist
In the early 1960's, we at the Dance Notation Bureau were looking for ways to promote Labanotation. The Twist was a new
dance craze, and in New York City Joey Dee had gained popularity for doing the Twist at The Peppermint Lounge, a local
night spot. But Chubby Checker was the originator of the Twist and he was scheduled to appear at Ben Maksik’s Town and
Country Club in Brooklyn where the big name stars were booked, and it was highly publicized the enormous salary he would
be paid.
My husband, who was a theatrical agent and my manager, suggested we get Chubby to teach the Twist to be recorded in
Labanotation! Was he kidding? No! Video did not yet exist, and film was very expensive. I was advised who Chubby's
manager was in Philadelphia and how I should speak to him.
So I called his manager and said, “The Dance Notation Bureau would like to record the Twist in Labanotation. Of course,
Chubby Checker is the one who should be validated, which we could do the weekend when he would be in town.” The
manager hesitated and started to make excuses. I interrupted, “If he could not be available we would have to get Joey Dee
from The Peppermint Lounge, and he would go down in posterity and be credited for The Twist.” That did it. The response
was that as Chubby was appearing on Saturday night, he would be available that Sunday before returning to Philadelphia.
The DNB at that time was on 63rd Street just off Broadway, so the nearby Empire Hotel ballroom was reserved for Sunday
afternoon. Allan Miles and Carl Wolz would be the notators, and I would be the interviewer (Picture 2). My husband knew a
disc jockey who had an all night radio program, and he provided a band to play for the event and plugged it on his Saturday
night radio show. I notated an action photo of Chubby Checker doing the Twist and took it to Walter Terry, Dance Critic for
the New York Herald Tribune. The large picture was printed with the notation in the Sunday paper.
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Picture 2, Chubby Checker
demonstrating “The Lariat,”
with Billie Mahoney (R),
Carl Wolz & Allan Miles
(far L)
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Arriving at the hotel that morning to set up, we were surprised to see teenagers lined up around the block waiting to get in
for the event. On the back of a roll of wallpaper we had made a large drawing of the notation and hung it behind the band
stand.
Chubby was picked up at his hotel by my husband and it was a very successful afternoon. Chubby described The Twist
in detail, and broke it down demonstrating different versions. A photographer was there as well as Walter Terry and the
event was well documented. THE TWIST WAS PRESERVED FOR POSTERITY IN LABANOTATION.
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Section 3 – DNB from the late 1950's
For several years beginning in the late 1950's, the faculty and active notators of the Bureau would meet every Monday evening
to share and discuss our current work. I had begun Luigi's jazz classes, and endeavoring to understand the stylistic movement
of his exercises, analyzed them and took the notations to our sessions. It was amazing that those who had never seen his class
performed the movements much more accurately than the dancers in the actual jazz class.
The Broadway shows of Hanya Holm and Gower Champion were being notated and at one Monday night session Muriel
(Mickey) Topaz, excited about the completion of her score, brought it for us to review, along with a half-full bottle of gin to
celebrate. Alas! In the subway ride, the bottle had seeped open and the hand written pencil copy was soaked! Those were the
"good old days" before LabanWriter and the advances in technology.
In 1962, Ann Hutchinson married Ivor Guest and moved to London. It wasn't long after that she was working on the new
Labanotation textbook and sent the drafts for us to review. In our Monday evening sessions we would discuss the examples
and wording, which we often tore apart. (One example was a description for rotating the hand, which was described as
"screwing," to which Mickey strongly objected.) Poor Ann – Our comments were merciless and returned by mail to her in
London, which at that time could take weeks. This went on for several years. Ann graciously gave credit to us on the
dedication page in the 1972 edition.
Warren Lamb came to the U.S. to work with corporate executives to determine through posture/gesture analysis if prospective
employees were right for the job. He taught a course at the Bureau, and it was interesting to apply his ideas on the streets of
New York. e.g. When solicitors would be handing out materials, I passed by without acknowledging, but when one leaned
forward with his extended arm, I couldn't help but take the flyer. Interesting!
Being fascinated by Warren Lamb's
theories, I thought it would be fun (and
good promotion) for him to analyze Johnny
Carson on “The Tonight Show.” I had
noted in the TV credits one evening that the
casting director was the name of a 16 year
old who, almost twenty years before, had
interviewed me, as a "star" in the spotlight
of Ringling Brothers Circus at Madison
Square Garden (Picture 3), for his high
school newspaper. So I called him at NBC
and was well remembered as his first
interviewee. I told him about Warren Lamb
and the idea of analyzing Johnny on the air
to see if he was suited for the job. The
casting director was as excited as I, and
granted a preliminary interview for “The
Tonight Show.” Immediately after the
interview, I received a phone call saying,
"Billie, I just spent the most interesting
hour and a half" (long pause) – " but
Johnny would cut him to pieces!" The
casting director respected Warren Lamb too
much to allow a comedy to made of his
analysis. So we didn't get Laban's theories
on “The Tonight Show!”
Picture 3. Billie Mahoney in the center ring, Ringling Brothers, Barnum & Bailey Circus 1954
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Section 4 – ICKL 1967
The International Council of Kinetography Laban (ICKL) was founded after the death of Rudolf Laban by the four people he
had named to continue his work: Lisa Ullman, Albrecht Knust, Sigurd Leeder and Ann Hutchinson. These became the Core
members of ICKL and the first conference was held in 1959. Lucy Venable was invited to attend the Second Conference in
1965 and Ann encouraged Mickey and me to attend the Third Biennial Conference in 1967 being held at the Laban Art
of Movement Center in Addleston, U.K. Lucy arranged funding for our transportation through a grant, which also
included Irmgard Bartenieff.
How exciting those first conferences were! The 1967 Conference had about twenty participants and was conducted mostly
in German, as that was understood by all. Because I was the only one of the American contingent who had not traveled in
Europe, Sigurd Leeder sat by me and translated. With my one year of college German and the notation symbols describing
the movements, it was not all that difficult to participate. A new symbol was presented for the center of weight off balance
.
and
various examples of movement were experienced to show the need and usage. I was astounded by Leeder and Knust,
who were in their late sixties, as they repeatedly demonstrated knee drops and lowering the center of the weight. And I
remember Lisa Ullman excitedly demonstrating movements as her dress popped open! For the discussion, I demonstrated
movements from jazz classes showing the center of weight off balance (Picture 4). These movements were foreign to our
European colleagues.
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Picture 4. Billie Mahoney demonstrating movements from jazz classes showing the center of weight off balance at
the 1967 ICKL Conference. At the 2 front tables, from left, Lisa Ullmann and Albrecht Knust; standing in back, 2nd
from left, Sigurd Leeder, Roderyk Lange is 5th from left. Ann Hutchinson Guest at left of blackboard, Irmgard
Bartenieff to right of blackboard.
The next Conference (1969) was held in Hilversum, Netherlands, and Sigurd taught us to enjoy warm beer! We were all
thoroughly engrossed in the development of the notation system. New symbology was being developed by Hutchinson and
Leeder. Knust led the meetings and new ideas were only accepted with 100% agreement, rather than by a majority. If only
one person questioned, it was worth considering with further investigation. Mickey and I were active participants, often
disagreeing, and at the end of the Conference, it was unanimously agreed that Mickey and I should be declared Fellows!
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At the next conference, it seemed everyone was involved with writing textbooks, i.e. Ann Hutchinson Guest, Albrecht Knust,
Maria Szentpal, and Valerie Preston-Dunlop who was developing her ideas. Decisions had to be made. Knust was
experimenting on writing complete body revolutions and since I could do walk-overs, we spent our lunch break with him
analyzing my hand supports while turning over, doing it again and again!
Discussions were intense, and one question was what to call the system of reference where up and down relate to gravity, and
forward is from one's front. "Personal" and "Individual" cross of axes were suggestions, and I was pleased that my suggestion
of "Standard" Cross of Axes was readily accepted. It seemed so simple and obvious!
As it was impossible to unify on every point we agreed to disagree, and to be aware of the differences and to understand each
other’s scores. Kinetography Laban (KIN) and Labanotation (LN) were derived to distinguish the differences, and Maria held
fast with her concepts. Ann later compiled the list of approximately 208 differences on which, when I was chair of the
Research Panel, we endeavored to get unity. The only one to disagree was my colleague, Mickey, who was resistant to too
many changes in LN. After one conference, Knust expressed, "l Iove to see you two argue.” It was because we cared so much
and believed in the value of Labanotation and Kinetography Laban.
Being active in ICKL, we began using the many changes taking place in the notation system, which would be in the new
textbook. One of the changes involved the chest column which was the third column on the right. Previously, when a direction
symbol was written there it indicated a chest tilt and no pre-sign was needed, but if a pre-sign was used before a symbol it
meant the chest faced in that direction. The change was that the third column would no longer be a dedicated column and any
body part could be written there with the corresponding pre-sign, including the chest. If facing was indicated, a tick mark
would have to be added to the pre-sign.
As a faculty member at Juilliard, I was asked by José Limón to assist in the 1972 Spring Concert Tribute To Doris
Humphrey, by reconstructing three of her works from the Labanotation scores. So –– my first rehearsal for Passacaglia and
Fugue with José and company members enthusiastically observing, I started teaching the movements to the Juilliard students
who would perform it. In the big phrase with the arm and leg sweeping high to the side and coming down in a deep second
position plié, I read the chest symbol as a forward high tilt. José was immediately on his feet, shouting "No, No!" and
demonstrated the chest FACING forward high. Of course, that one indication changed the whole meaning of the movement. I
immediately explained the mistake and realized there were usages that would have to be translated in the scores which had
been written much earlier.
Section 5 – The American Dance Machine
In the late 1970s Broadway dancer Lee Theodore decided that, just as there is a record of the script and of the music for
Broadway shows, the original dances should also be documented. For that reason she founded The American Dance Machine
and I believe it was Lee who came up with the words "Musical Theater" to describe the style of dance in theater and film. It
was fortuitous that a member of her new Board of Directors was also a Board member of the Dance Notation Bureau.
Convinced that video alone would not be an accurate record, Lee, knowing of my reputation as a dancer and notator, called me
to be the archivist of the dances. The first project was to document the style of Jack Cole, designated "the Father of Jazz
Dance". Auditions were held to select dancers to learn the original works. Members of The Jack Cole Dancers were still
around and were brought in to teach three weeks of technique before the dances were taught.
The faculty included Florence Lessing of the original 1937 Jack Cole Trio, Bob Hamilton, George and Ethel Martin, Buzz
Miller and Gwen Verdon, who was Cole's assistant before she became a Broadway and film star. They all had been part of
Cole's Columbia Pictures Dance Group. As the notator, I participated in all the classes where three different ethnic styles were
explored--Jazz, Latin, and East Indian. Each of the dancers described the same movement in a different way, and I endeavored
to notate the subtle differences labeling each for that particular dancer. The project score contained ten pages of kinetograms
describing these subtleties. If the dancer practices each version and then performs the phrase the Cole style comes through. It
is not something that can be accomplished readily, but takes time and practice for the body to absorb.
It was interesting to realize how much of the jazz dance styles of that time were derived directly from the work of Jack Cole,
notably of Luigi and Matt Mattox. Matt had been a Jack Cole dancer, as was one of Luigi's early teachers, Nita Bieber. It is
unfortunate that those trying to revive the Cole work today do not make use of the valuable history contained in the
Labanotation score.
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Another project of the Dance Machine was to preserve
the dances of Bob Fosse from the Broadway Show Sweet
Charity. At first Bobbie was reluctant to have his dances
notated, until he learned that I would be the notator. I
had danced with him in the revival of Pal Joey (Picture
5), and he trusted me to understand his style. In order to
check for the accuracy of the movement, I selected three
of my Juilliard notation students to read the notation of
sections as they were completed. Bebe Neuwirth was one
of those students, and a few years later she won a Tony
Award for dancing one of those lead rolls in the
Broadway revival of Sweet Charity.
It cannot be emphasized strongly enough how important
it is for both the notator and reconstructor to understand
the particular technique and style of the choreographer.
For instance, at Juilliard José Limon trusted Lucy
Venable who had been in his company; Anna Sokolow
favored company member Ray Cook; while Antony
Tudor chose his former student Muriel Topaz. At one
time José expressed to Martha Hill that he had not been
happy with the staging of one of his works and blamed
the notation score. But Hill convinced him to get the
score for me, who had been his student, to use for an
upcoming concert. If I may share – one day at lunch in
the Juilliard cafeteria, José described to Martha Hill that
Billie’s work was “juicy,” and that he was pleased with
my reconstructing Doris Humphrey’s repertory.
Thinking about it later, I wondered – did he mean it was
not “dry?”
Picture 5: Billie Mahoney and Bob Fosse in Pal Joey at City Center, New York, NY, 1958
The above writing contains some of the many examples of a life well served by the study and use of Labanotation in a long
dance career. Thank you to Ann and Lucy, and to all those who have worked to develop and continue to contribute to the
usage of this remarkable system.
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Billie Mahoney

NEWS RE PINA BAUSCH’S WIND VON WEST
MANY THANKS to an anonymous donor who provided a generous burst of support in the amount of $10,000 dedicated
toward the completion of the Labanotation score of Pina Bausch’s Wind von West. It is estimated that another $3000 to
$4000 is needed to complete the project. Your donation in any amount to keep this project sailing along would be most
appreciated. Please send a personal check to:
Dance Notation Bureau
111 John Street, Suite 704
New York, NY 10038
For donation made with credit card, PayPal, wire transfer, please contact:
Bill Kiley
Director of Finance and Administration
billkiley@dancenotation.org

(212)571-7011

